
 Print out the provided penguin body parts. Cut them out and 

assemble them to create a penguin.

 Print out the wheel and the wheel card. Cut out the wheel and glue 

it onto the penguin’s body shape. Make sure the wheel is aligned 

with the appropriate sections of the penguin.

 Print out the Emergent Reader and read the sentences about penguins.

 Use the Penguin Life Cut and Paste page. Cut out the pictures of the 

penguin life cycle and paste them into the corresponding sections on the page.

 Refer to the Penguin Life Cycle Anchor Chart to learn and discuss

the different stages of the turkey life cycle.

 Lastly, add a penguin life cycle to the worksheet. Cut out the

pictures of the penguin life cycle and paste them into the 

provided spaces on the page.

Instruction:

Penguin life Cycle



Direction: Cut the shape and make a penguin head part.



Direction: Cut the shape and make a penguin head part.



Direction: Color the penguin wings and cut them and place them into the 
head shape back part.



Direction: Color the penguin wings and cut them and place them into the 
head shape back part.



Direction: Color the body shape with black color and  cut it .



Direction: Color the body shape with black color and  cut it .



Direction: color the leg shape with orange color then cut it.



Direction: color the leg shape with orange color then cut it.
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Penguin Life cycle wheel



Penguin Life cycle wheel

penguin
Life Cycle



Here is the egg



Here is the incubation.



Here is the hatching.



Here is the chick.



Here is the penguin.



Penguin hunts for fish.



Penguin learns to swim.



Penguins are black and white.



Penguins lay eggs.
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Direction: Cut the picture with the life cycle sequence.
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Penguin life Cycle
Cut the picture and fill in the penguin life cycle on the previous page.


